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The Eco and Ei

The Value of Ample Strip Material

No composing room can operate economically and efficiently without an

compositors have need for strip material for

If, when the compositor reaches for it, the needed strip is lacking, costly

time is lost in looking for it, in locating it on another frame, or in piecing

together shorter pieces of strip to serve the purpose. Or, more costly still,

it may, after extended search, be picked from standing jobs, leaving these

badly in need of attention when they are next brought out for printing.

casting equipment to keep on hand for the use of their compositors a less-

than-adequate supply of leads, slugs, rules and base. The loss in time and

money from such shortages will, in most instances, more than cover the

cost of putting in and operating an Elrod.

worthy and often surprising economies which have resulted.

The Elrod Supplies the Need
With an Elrod on the floor, strip material is produced so easily and eco-

nomically that the bins for leads and slugs are kept filled. An ample sup-

ply of thicker strip is kept on hand for cutting to any desired length. So,

found the Elrod highly profitable.

Right in Principle

The Elrod is a simple, sturdy, easily operated machine for casting strip

material in sizes from 1-point to 36-point in thickness. With its movement

accelerated and sustained by plunger pressure, the molten metal in the

crucible is formed into a continuous strip as it passes through a water-

cooled mold which performs the dual function of solidifying and shaping it.

The metal enters the mold liquid, and, cooled by water circulating

through a jacket around the mold chamber, is delivered as a continuous

one-piece solid strip. The internal cross-section of the mold determines

the thickness and height of the strip, and, in the case of rules, the ruleface

and its relative position on the body.

machine, and the solidity, strength and

Mechanical Simplicity

In design and construction, the Elrod is s

shock, noise and wear. There are no del

stant attention. All bearings are ample i,

lubrication. The Elrod is designed for loi

Simplicity of Operation
The Elrod is simple and easy to operate. In a short time a man of average

intelligence can learn how to operate the machine and produce satisfac

tory strip, although special

skill and adeptness are

and readily ac

erly set in place and sealed in, Advantog

ELROD

composii
wing other duties in the

of Elrod st

Range of Product
With a single machine, the Model F Elrod, the composing room pr.

the full range from 1-point to 36-point in thickness. The machine r

set to cut off the strip to the desired measure, as produced. Ever



ficiency oi the Elrod

In Standing Matter
In plants which do not have availab

terial which the Elrod affords, it is th

from forms, and more time and m<

again brought out for printing.

Plants with an Elrod on the flo<

pages of booklets, catalogues

oney to remove blanking mate

' to replace it when the pages

can be locked up l

Quality of Product
The Elrod produces strip material economically, but, more important still,

it delivers product of high quality. The uniform metal density of Elrod-

5 of the

to the

ig room

in operation is observed.

Standard Metal

Elrod-cast leads, s

Uniformity

nth and year

-.olds being

manufactured a

se, wear so slightly afft

cally negligible when

ind for base, this need not be picked out of the form

atisfactory production of Elrod-

lonly obtained by feeding lino-

srial and base directly into the

The entire linotype-metal form can be pushed off th

box and then converted into new Elrod-cast slugs a

Base That Stands Up
'e thoroughly tested 36-point El-

base. It has thus proved to be the ideal mounting for halftones and shell-

Leads and Slugs
As produced on the Elrod, leads and slugs are smooth and uniform and

ments have made quite practical the very difficult job of producing 1-point

for the string used in tying up pages, permitting them to be locked up for

printing with the string still in place.

Base and Furniture
Elrod strip material 12 points and upward in thickness can be cast with

hollowed body, in order to reduce the poundage of the metal consumed.

ingly valuable for blanking out pages.

Another important use for 36-point spacing material is on the imposii

3e run straight across a for

heads of pages.

Electric or Gas Heating
Model F and Improved Model E Elrod machines are available arrang.

for using either electricity or gas for heating the crucible and throat. O
eration has been considerably facilitated by recent further improv

ment of the automatic thermostatic control of the electrically-heated cr

cible and of the burners and controls of the gas-heated crucible.

Cost of Upkeep

Elrod a Profitable Investment
At a surprisingly low daily or weekly cost, a printer or publisher a

strip material as his composing room requires for the many uses to whi(

leads, slugs, rules, base and furniture are put.

The Elrod, with its wide range of pro'

in first cost and, better sti

5d at low cost, which is tr

.ctor over a period of year

tions of an Elrod equipme.



Advantages of the

ELROD to the

composing room
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iiciency oi the Elrod
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1 Elrod Molds. Upper mold shown above 1

1 casts 6-point slugs Middle mold casts 2-point 1

I leads, two strips at once. Lower mold casts 1

I hollowed-body 36-point base.

te:







Mechanical Features i

1. Panel Box of the electrically-heated model automatically con-

trols the current through the crucible units.

2. Throat Heater Switches may be set at "high," "medium"

or "low" to regulate the heat in the throat according to the re-

quirements for producing the various point sizes of material.

3. Sealing Heater Switch used in sealing and unsealin nold

4. Combination Balance Wheel and Hand Wheel for

Model F machines effects smoother running of the machine when

producing and cutting off 24- and 36-point material. This hand

wheel also facilitates turning the machine over by hand for clean-

ing, oiling, etc. The Model E machine is equipped with a smaller

hand wheel for this purpose.

5. Motor Switch

6. Electrically-heated Crucible is thoroughly insulated to in-

sure uniform and economical heating.

7. Electrical Connections leading to sealing heater units are

incased in rigid conduits for protection.

8. Cover Catch holds hinged portion of tr

while feeding or drossing metal.

9. Plunger Lever Handle facilitates th

Pulling upward on this handle, with plungt

forces plunger toward bottom of the well,

10. Plunger Clevis Pin is easily removabl

travel beyond the bottom of its regular stro

of metal.

11. Plunger Gag renders plunger inoperati>

.. Mold Sealing Valve facilitates p<

ing of the mold.

i. Thermostat

metal in the cruc ible

Safety Shear Pin of soft steel which

between plunger lever

ing rod, shears off if p

>d, thus protectini
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serious damage.
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15. Pressure Mold Oi

lubrication required fo

tion of material.
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of longer diffusion tube

the regularity of oil flo
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anical Features of Today':
icaHy-heated model

ne crucible units.

ches may be set at "high," "medium

heat in the throat according to the r<

;ch used in sealing and unsealing mold.

:e Wheel and Hand Wheel (or

smoother running of the machine when

24- and 36-point material. This hand

ng the machine over by hand for clean-

I E machine is equipped with a smaller

Crucible is thoroughly insulated to in

cal heating.

ns leading to sealing heater units ar<

8. Cover Catch holds hinged portion of the crucible i

'. Plunger Lever Handle facilitates the starting of materia

Pulling upward on this handle, with plunger clevis pin removed

forces plunger toward bottom of the well, cutting off metal flow

I. Plunger Clevis Pin is easily removable to permit plunger t<

travel beyond the bottom of its regular stroke and cut off the flov

of metal.

I. Plunger Gag renders plunger inoperative, to facilitate startini

operations with the larger sizes of material.

.. Mold Sealing Valve facility

ing of the mold.

13. Thermostat auton

is positive and accurate s<

jcible

.. Safety Shear Pin of soft steel which forms the connection

between plunger lever and plunger connect-

ing rod, shears off if plunger should be ob-

structed, thus protecting the machine against

1 5. Pressure Mold Oiler provides the mold

lubrication required for satisfactory produc-

16. Extended Mold Housing permits use

of longer diffusion tube, which contributes to

the regularity of oil flow.

17. Water-Jacket Caps, enlarged to main-

tain uniform distribution of cooling, and side-

mounted to facilitate cleaning. Mold sealing

units are located within the water-jacket caps

18. Recessed Mold Chamber facilitates

proper sealing of the mold.

950 pounds, and t



of Today's Models
f the crucible cover open 19. Intermittent Stroke Mechanism in model F machines

provides for increasing the cooling time in the mold required

for the thicker materials-from 24-point to 36-point (inclusive).

20. Pulling Mechanism is gear-driven and easily adjustable

for sizes from 1-pt. to 36-pt. (inclusive) on Model F machines,

and from 1-pt. to 18-pt. (inclusive) on Model E machines.

21. Gauge Block Lock holds gauge blocks in place while ma-

chine is running.

22. Cutting Mechanism is easily adjustable for the various

23. Cut-Off Gauge Dial can be set easily to cut off material

to any desired length from 5 to 140 picas.

24. Stacking Mechanism automatically stacks material on table

25. Water Cooling System. Water supply and drain are cc

26. Front Plate is hinged to make

accessible for cleaning and oiling.

27. Counter-Shaft and Pulleys

28. Adjustable Motor Table maintains belt tension and makes

changes of speed convenient.

29. Mold Storage Box provides storage in oil for molds i

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions. Length: 5 feet, W inches. Width 18 :,

i inches.

Height (with the mostat cover up): A feet, 4'/4 inches

Current Consumption. Averag .onelectrically-h eatec models

is 2 KWH per r s-heated machin

average of 28 c bic feet of gas per hour.

Weight. Assen bled and ready too Derate, Model Fe weighs

950 pounds, and the Model E electr c weighs 890 p unds

Electric Current. Standard electr 110 nd220
volts, direct or a ternating current.



lay's Models
19. Intermittent Stroke Mechanism in model F machines

provides for increasing the cooling time in the mold required

for the thicker materials—from 24-point to 36-point (inclusive).

20 Pulling Mechanism is gear-d

for sizes from 1-pt. to 36-pt. (inclus

and from 1-pt. to 18-pt. (inclusive) o

ve) on Model F mach

n Model E machines.

able

21 Gauge Block Lock holds

chine is running.

gauge blocks in place while ma-

22 Cutting Mechanism is eas,ly adjustable for the var

23. Cut-Off Gauge Dial ca

to any desired length from 5

be set easily to

o 140 picas.

cut off mate rial

24. Stacking Mechanism automatically stacks r

25. Water Cooling System. Water supply and dra,

trolled by one two-way valve at front of machine.

26. Front Plate is hinged h

27. Counter-Shaft and Pulleys

28. Adjustable Motor Table maintains belt tensior

changes of speed convenient.

29. Mold Storage Box provides storage in oil for

Gas Crucible. Incr jased heating capacity

of the ma n burner nder the crucible re-

duces the leating-ou time and permits the

maintenan e of more even temperature of

metal in th 5 crucible-which is controlled by

an automa ic thermos at and a gas pressure

regulator. For conver ence in cleaning the

crucible bi rner, a co ,ered opening in the

side of the crucible is provided. The double

throat-burner increas s heating efficiency

and helps o maintain even heat distribution I

over both ides of the throat.

Pulling Mechanism. Strip of v

thicknesses is clamped and pulled fro

mold by this mechanism. The adjustments for

e length and strip thickness are sel

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions. Length: 5 eet, 11 Vi inches. Width inches

er up): 4

Current Consumption. Averag onelecrrically- models
is 2 KWH per r . The ga s-heared machin

Weight. Assembled and re adytoo erate, Model Fe <=rtn weighs
950 pounds, and the Mode E electr c weighs 890 p Und

Electric Current. Standa d electr

volts, direct or a temating c jrrent.

Delivery Table. Strip material, cu off

to the des red length by the cutte at the

upper left, is automatically sta eked on this

roomy del very table, as it is p oduced.



Some Standard Elrod Rule Faces

Some Standard Elrod Combination Rule Faces
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LUDLOW TYPOGRAPH COMPANY
2032 Clybourn Avenue Chicago, Illinois
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a "poster"
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4. Turned over, the back
looks like this


